Meet Vanessa, the next up and coming young pop star diva. She sits in front of her make-up mirror going over her lyrics for her next music video.

Lurking in the shadows is the Health Hustler, ready to tempt children into eating pure processed junk food disguised as real fruit.

So, young lady, how would you like to feel good and have the looks of a real pop star? Try this, it's good for ya!

Hee, Hee Hee ha ha ha ha muh hahaha!!

Vanessa thinks the fruit sure looks tasty. So she decides it wouldn't hurt to have a little snack.

As Vanessa snacks away on what she thinks is a health snack, the Health Hustler laughs with evil delight knowing she is eating pure processed junk food.

Uh, oh, looks like the Junk Fruit is causing Vanessa to break out in zits!!

Meanwhile the Health Hustler returns to his base for more Junk Food to spread around town.
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Back at the Normandie garden
Captain Potassium is picking up bad diet signal on his stemenna.

Captain Potassium comes to the rescue.

As Health Hustler tries to get Vanessa to eat another unhealthy snack.

Captain Potassium loads his Vito Gun with banana clips of pure nutrients.

Hold it right there Hustler, my Vita Ray will stop your junk food frenzy!

VITA-MAMA has the ability to turn junk fruit into real, healthy organic fruit. After Health Hustler tastes the pure goodness of real fruit, he transforms into a VEGI-CITIZEN, spreading real health around the town.

After Captain Potassium uses his Vita Ray on Vanessa, she becomes - VITA-MAMA
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